Twenty Four Form Tai Chi Chuan, Yang Style

1. Opening form
2. Parting the horse’s main, 3x
3. White crane spreads its wings
4. Brushes knee, 3 x
5. Play the lute
6. Repel the monkey (roll elbows back), 2 left 2 right
7. Grasp the bird’s tail, left side
8. Grasp the bird’s tail right side
9. Single whip
10. Wave hands like clouds (step left 3 times)
11. Single whip
12. High pat on horse
13. Heal kick right foot
14. Strike opponent with both fists
15. Heal Kick with left foot
16. Snake creeps down left leg forward
17. Stand on one leg (left leg on floor)
18. Snake creeps down right leg forward
19. Stand on one leg (right leg on floor)
20. Works at shuttles, right and left sides
21. Find needle at sea bottom
22. Flashes arms
23. Parry and punch
24. Closing form (Carry tiger to the mountain)
Twenty-Four Step Tai Chi Chuan – The Complete Sequen

1. Commencing Form
2. Part Wild Horse
3. Mane On Both Sides
4. Spreads Its Wings
5. Brush Knee And Twist Step On Both Sides
6. Monkey Away
7. Grasp The Bird's Tail - Right Style
8. Wave Hands Like Clouds - Left Style
9. Kick With Right Heel
10. Strike With Both Fists
11. Squat Down And Stand On One Leg - Right Style
12. Fair Lady
13. Needle At Sea Bottom
14. Fan Penetrates Back
15. Turn, Deflect Downward, Facks And Punch
16. With Draw And Pl